Both the records cf the height of net-entrance and the direction of ground rope against its moving course were treated with reference to the fishing reports and the following two information were given :
(1) The net thrown overboard goes down to the bottom, 51'-61m deep, in 3-3.5min. Records of the height of net-entrance Table   2 . 
Mg. 6 Curve of ground rope in operation
In the case of 1, 2 and 3, the distance between two boats is 500, 450, 400 m respectively.
In approaching each other, ground rope has the form of 4,5,6 and 7 in regular order and also in parallel towing it has the form of 7,8,9,10 and 11. a,b,c,d and e denote the points noted in Fig. 4 . 
